Basic Attitude Concerning Conservation
of the Environment
Corporate Environmental Policy

Environmental Strategy and Results of Main Activities for Fiscal 2001

In keeping with the corporate concept of “harmony with nature” and “conserving natural resources to protect
the natural environment” as the standard of our actions, the Nitto Denko Group considers environmental conservation to be a part of management. Based on the corporate environmental policy established by the company in 1996, our activities aim to achieve “environmental management” that supports both resource productivity and corporate growth.

The Nitto Denko Group has established an environmental strategy to realize environmental management,
of which main activities are decided for each fiscal year, and the entire group works as a unit primarily
through the environment committee.

Environmental
Management
The Nitto Denko Group established the
management concept of “creation of
new value” in 1993 and “employee
guidelines” as a guideline for daily
corporate activities to achieve this. By
continuing to provide customers with
new value, we plan for healthy growth
as a company and aim to be a company with existing value with the company, stockholders and employees all
having a stake in the operations.
Based on these employee guidelines,
we have established a policy for realizing product safety and environmental
safety on which customer satisfaction
is based. Concerning environmental
conservation, the Voluntary Plan (environmental conservation activities
plan) was established in 1993.
TheCorporate Environmental Policy
was established and revealed to the
public in 1996. The environmental
policy was translated into English and
overseas companies belonging to the
Nitto Denko Group were informed of
the policy as well.
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・Respecting the individuality of all employees and
enabling them to achieve personal fulfillment
throught their work.

・Remenber that our customers deserve
exceptional product quality and outstanding
service.
・Always put safety first.
・Approach every task with motivation and diligence.
・Use ethics and the law as your guides.

・Respecting the environment and contributing
the global community.

・Strive to protect the environment and
conserve natural resources.

Creating New Value
・Creating functional products that satisfy customers.

CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Philosophy
At the Nitto Denko Group, we recognize the maintaining the health of the earth for coming gener- ations
requires that humanity seriously address the issue of global environmental conservation. Consequently,
the Nitto Denko Group, through its adoptions of the corporate vision Creating new value, is committed
to respecting and acting in the best interests of the environment, both locally and globally, in all its operations.

Environmental Policies
1. We will develop an internal environmental management system that promotes effective environmental
preservation.
2. With a proper understanding of the environmental impact of our operatons, we will develop internal
environmental objective and targets as far as is technically and economically practicable; moreover, we
will pursue these objectives and targets in an organized manner to ensue the continual improvement of
our environmental preservation efforts.
3. Our technical and product development will focus on the reduction of environmental load.
4. We will continue our efforts to conserve resources and energy, reduce industrial waste, and promote
recycling in all aspects of our operations.
5. As part of our dedication to reducing the load on the environment, we will develop alternative technologies intended to reduce consumption of the sources of environmental pollution as well as to control
emissions of environmental pollutants to the greatest extent feasible.
6. We will comply fully with environmental laws, regulations and agreements, and will impose our own environmental criteria as required in the interests of environmental preservation.
7. We will make sure that our enployees receive environmental training and information so that all understand the significance of our Corporate Environmental Policy, have increased awareness of the importance of environmental preservation, and act on our Corporate Environmental Policy.
8. We will conduct periodic environmental audits in order to monitor the effectiveness of our environmental management strategy and identify areas requiring improvement.
9. As part of our social contribution, we will publicize proprietary technologies and information that are
likely to benefit the environment.

Environmental management aimed for by Nitto Denko Group
Source countermeasures
(suppression of waste production)
・Enhanced productivity
・Voluntary plan
・Solvent-free manufacturing technology
・Elimination of toxic chemicals
・Group development

Dealing with that problem at
its destination
・Adherence to laws and regulations
・Publication of information (PRTR)
・Bear more of environment cost
・Can’t survive

Resource
productivity

Since the 1960s, the Nitto Denko Group
has promoted dealing with that problem at its destination such as installation of solvent recovery units and deodorizing furnaces (equipment for incinerating solvents) primarily to prevent
air pollution caused by organic solvents. We are currently switching from
emphasis on dealing with that problem
at its destination to source countermeasure and process reform such as
manufacturing metho ds that do not
use organic solvents or produce waste.
We therefore hope to contribute to
make a social contrbution by pursuing
our business activities with respect for
the environment through research and
developpment and manufacturing
technology development rather than
just pursuing environmental conservation alone.

Employee Guidelines

Corporate Vision

Environmental management

・Factor 4 (enhance resource productivity)
Twice the abundance, half the resource
consumption
・Recycling resources
Raw materials: Switch from oil/solvents to
animal/vegetable resources
Energy: Fossil fuels→ hydrogen
・Environmental business / environmentconscious products Corporate growth

Environmental impact shift
・Production in country with lax regulations
・OEM (profit priority, environment ignored)
・Loss of corporate brand

Environmental strategy
concept and measures
Constructing a recycling society for sustainable development is as social proposition and is also the proposition of the
Nitto Denko Group. As part of the intermediate plan for the environment, we
have therefore drawn the ideal form
and have propose and environmental
strategy for building a recycling society.
Based on this environmental strategy,
we clearly state problems concerning
each measure, assign a priority ranking, decide the activities for each fiscal
year and follow the results.

Main activities of
fiscal 2001

Environmental strategy of Nitto Denko Group
Social proposition

Nitto Denko s proposition

Recycling
society

Sustainable development
Current generation passes on
blessings of nature to next
generation
(basic environmental policy)

Ideal image of Nitto Denko
(Corporate environmental policy)

Sustainable growth of Nitto Denko
and increase of profits

(Reform of
social structure)

Monitor global trend and take
measures first.

I. business activities
Minimizaton of
environmental load

II. Product development
Minimizaton of
environmental load

III. Comunication
with stake-holders

Voluntary plan (reduce waste/energy savings/ organic solvents)

Measures

Environment-conscious products/
environmental business

Social contribution activities

Environmental risk management

Management
tools

Green procurement

Environmental 3 shin activities
Environmental labeling

Life cycle assessment (LCA)

Chemical substance management / PRTR (disclosure)
Environmental accounting / environmental budget

The main activities of fiscal 2001 and
their results are as follows:

Environmental results assessment

Environmental report/HP, etc.

Environmental management system
1) Revision of voluntary plan targets
・Targets for reduction of industrial waste revised upward.
2) Chemical substance management
・Nitto Denko voluntary chemical managegement guidelines established for 1,711 substances to be prohibited, reduced or controlled.
Applied to new products since September
・Chemical management system begun to be
implemented at Nitto Denko headquarters.
3) LCA
・Standards for assessing environmentconscious products established.
4) Establishment of Green procurement guidelines
・Prepared by Materials Department and
Environmental Technology Development
Department and distributed to business
partners. Posted on Nitto Denko Web site.
5) Publication of environmental report (fiscal
2001 version)
・Environmental report published in June.
English version also posted on Web site.
6) Environmental accounting / environmental
budget
・Carried out at all domestic Nitto Denko Group
companies beginning the current fiscal year.
Fiscal 2002 environmental budget drawn up
including overseas Nitto Denko Group companies.

Nitto Denko Group development

Group promotion system
The environment committee that meets
,
twice a year is the Nitto Denko Group s
highest deliberative organization. The
matters decided by the committee are
passed on to all plants. In domestic
manufacturing plants, the plant general
manager is in charge of environmental
matters. Each plant has its own environ-

Corporate strategic
committee

Environment
committe

Plant
environment
committee

Environmental
Division
Manufacturing
Division
Quality Assurance
Division

President

Chief
environmental
officer

Sector/
division

7) Integrated internal environmental audit
・Carried out at 8 plants according to plan.
8) Establishment of award system for reduction
of industrial waste
・Value of industrical waste reduction award
(1% of effect amount awarded) and Award
for waste-free plant established.

ment committee, director of environmental management, and internal environmental auditor. Environmental management suitable for the plant is constructed, implemented, maintained and
improved and environment conservation activities are carried out based on
the respective policies.

Plant
general
manager

Director of
environmental
management

Internal
environmental
auditor
Environmental Technology
Development

Development
Division
Production Technology
Division

General Affairs
Department
Materials
Department
Support
Division
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